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Prince Edward Island is the place to Meet!
http://meetingsandconventionspei.com
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Freeman Audio Visual
At Freeman Audio Visual Canada, we offer businesses, corporations, associations and trade show organizers across North America a complete range of leading-edge audio visual
solutions and presentation technology services. In fact, we house $90 million in inventory throughout 32 locations to provide stunning expositions and events for companies from coast
to coast. We also offer creative and digital services, virtual meeting technology, tools for social media engagement and mobile-app event solutions.

Engage your audience with a dynamic, memorable event!
We combine creativity with the latest audio, visual and décor solutions to communicate your message with clarity and energy. Yes, we create events and meeting environments your
attendees will remember.
Solution Offerings include:
Audience Response
Audience is an interactive tool that encourages audience engagement, allowing your viewers to participate in the discussion, which reinforces learning.
Computer & Networking Services
We offer computer and network services on a variety of scales, be it a small business meeting, or a large-scale presentation or workshop.
Lighting Services
Lighting is a key ingredient for enhancing the speakerâ€™s presence; is an essential for quality video recording; and sets the mood and focal point for your event.
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Presentation Management
Presentation Management is an efficient web based e-presentation process that gives your presenters an easy way to upload, review and revise their presentations. It is also a
logistics tool that routes the presentations to the computer in the respective meeting rooms.
Scenic Design & Room Dècor
Scenic Design & Room Décor transforms any meeting room into your own personal theatre complete with backdrops, branding, theming, and special effects.
Simultaneous Interpretation
Simultaneous Interpretation ensures seamless communication in multiple languages.
Video Capture
Video Capture gives you the ability to reproduce copies of your meeting in multiple formats during or post the event.
Webcasting
Webcasting is a powerful and progressive addition to live events by expanding the audience with online viewers and enhancing the program, even for those in attendance.
Wide Screen Panoramic Video Projection
Projection makes it possible to project high definition panoramic images that incorporate dazzling graphics, dynamic animation, video clips and live action video, creating an interactive
presentation environment.
https://youtu.be/hXLf7DQWLSQ
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